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ABSTRACT

Purpose: The use of AI for operations management, with its ability to evolve solutions, handle uncertainty and perform optimisation continues to be a major field of research. The growing body of publications over the last two decades means that it can be difficult to keep track of what has been done previously, what has worked, and what really needs to be addressed. Hence this paper presents a survey of the use of AI in operations management aimed at presenting the key research themes, trends and directions of research.

Design/methodology/approach: The paper builds upon our previous survey of this field which was carried out for the 10 year period 1995 to 2004 (Kobbacy et al. 2007). Like the previous survey, it uses the Elsevier’s ScienceDirect database as a source. The framework and methodology adopted for the survey is kept as similar as possible to enable continuity and comparison of trends. Thus the application categories adopted are: (a) design, (b) scheduling, (c) process planning and control and (d) quality, maintenance and fault diagnosis. Research on utilising neural networks, case based reasoning, fuzzy logic, knowledge based systems, data mining, and hybrid AI in the four application areas are identified.

Findings: The survey categorises over 1400 papers, identifying the uses of AI in the four categories of operations management and concludes with an analysis of the trends, gaps and directions for future research. The findings include: (a) The trends for Design and Scheduling show a dramatic increase in the use of GAs since 2003-04 that reflect recognition of their success in these areas, (b) A significant decline in research on use of KBS, reflecting their transition into practice, (c) an increasing trend in the use of fuzzy logic in Quality, Maintenance and Fault Diagnosis, (d) surprising gaps in the use of CBR and hybrid methods in operations management that offer opportunities for future research.

Originality/value: This is the largest and most comprehensive study to classify research on the use of AI in operations management to date. The survey and trends identified provide a useful reference point and directions for future research.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY

The field of operations management continues to provide a fertile ground for researchers, with ever increasing pressures for organisations to become more competitive, to meet global challenges, to become more eco-friendly and to comply with increasing legislation. The use of AI, with its ability to evolve solutions, handle uncertainty and perform optimisation seems to be the primary means of tackling these challenges. The number of publications and studies utilising AI for operations management appears to be growing rapidly. For example, in our
survey in 2004 (Kobbacy et al. 2007) we identified over 1200 papers in the field. The danger with so many publications is of course, that researchers find it difficult to keep track of what has been done, what has worked, what has proved not to work well and what really needs to be addressed. Ultimately, there is a danger that although the publications increase, much of it may be similar and we don’t actually build upon previous results to make substantial progress. Hence, whenever we’ve organised the European Conference on Intelligent Management Systems in Operations, the fourth of which was held in July 2009, we’ve carried out a survey in the hope that it will help to raise awareness of the current status of the field, what has been published, and identify trends and scientific gaps.

The methodology and framework we use is similar to that adopted in our previous survey. In carrying out the survey, we have used the following areas of Operations Management, with one of the authors (KAHK) assuming responsibility for Process Planning and Control and Quality, Maintenance and Fault Diagnosis and the other author (SV) assuming responsibility for the areas of Design and Scheduling. Likewise, we have retained the areas in our previous survey but added the data mining to represent methods such as association rule mining and decision tree learning which is a growing area of interest:

- Case Based Reasoning (CBR).
- Genetic Algorithms (GAs).
- Neural Networks (NN)
- Knowledge Based Systems (KBS)
- Fuzzy logic (FL)
- Data Mining (DM).

The Science Direct Database was used to search for references using fairly obvious keywords. So for example, the terms “CBR”, “Case based reasoning” and “scheduling” are used to identify papers on CBR and scheduling. Further filtering and some judgement are, of course, needed to remove irrelevant papers, and to avoid double counting of papers. However, in most cases, it was possible to make a classification based upon the title and abstract of a paper.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 of the paper gives a flavour of the publications in each category and Section 3 provides the quantitative data and concludes the paper.

2 SURVEY AND REPRESENTATIVE RESEARCH

2.1 DESIGN

The rate of publications on using AI to aid design has grown from around 50 papers per year in our previous survey to over 80 papers per year, with the most significant growth being in the use of GAs and an increase in using fuzzy logic.

2.1.1 Fuzzy Logic and Design

Fuzzy logic continues to be employed in the design of controllers. So for example, Andújar & Barragán (2005) utilise fuzzy logic as a basis for a procedure to design a multi-variate non-linear controller that is general enough to handle the use of any fuzzy membership function.
used to model a plant. Ababneh et al. (2009) show how the use of a Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model can aid the challenging task of designing a digital controller for a chaotic system.

There are several uses of fuzzy logic in eco-design. Vakili et al. (2007) point out the difficulties of designing eco-friendly products since factors such as social and environmental impact can be vague. Hence, they take advantage of fuzzy logic’s ability to model imprecise factors and deduce an indication of the extent to which a design is eco-efficient. Kuo et al. (2009) argue that although several companies have designed eco-friendly products, these have not been as successful as anticipated, perhaps because their designs ignore cost and customer requirements. Hence they propose the use of fuzzy logic to model customer requirements as well as eco-friendly requirements in an attempt to produce better balanced designs.

2.1.2 KBS in Design

There appears to be minimal research on use of KBS for design. Perhaps this is no longer fashionable or it may be that researchers have given up on attempts to elicit and represent knowledge from human experts. There are some optimists though, who continue to believe in their value. Farinha et al. (2005), for example, suggest that we are “far from taking full advantage of knowledge based systems” and proceed to describe three prototype applications in civil engineering. The only other study that uses KBS is by Hernández & Arjona (2007) who combine finite element models and heuristics to develop an aid for designing transformers.

2.1.3 CBR in Design

Design, by its very nature, is a skill based activity and requires experience. Hence there are many applications of CBR in design, including the following typical examples.

Avramenko & Kraslawski (2005; 2006) show how CBR can be used to design reactive distillation systems and develop a scheme for representation of cases that facilitate assessment of similarity and retrieval.

Cortes Robles et al. (2008; 2009) argue that the need for design aids in chemical engineering is greater than ever given the increasing demands from fields such as nanotechnologies and the reducing reserves of hydrocarbon. They develop a tool based on the theory of inventive problem solving and case based reasoning that aids design. Lai & Chang (2006) emphasise the importance of interaction and discussion in the design process and show how CBR can be incorporated as part of a dynamic role play based system.

One of the most interesting studies in this period is the work by Davies et al. (2009) on how humans design by analogy. They study the behaviour of four human designers when using analogy and then develop a computational model and system called Galatea for creating designs.

2.1.4 GAs in Design
GAs have been used in many domains of application including design of structures, in drug design and in the design of hypersonic vehicles.

Kaveh & Rahami (2006) utilise GAs in the design of structures to meet stress constraints, including material non-linearity and to optimise the dimensions of the structure.

Narayana Naik et al. (2008) utilise GAs in the design of minimum weight laminates subject to failure criteria such as fibre breaks, cracks, crushing. A study by Degertekin et al. (2008) compares the use of GAs and Tabu search for the design of non-linear geometric steel frames. The aim is to design minimum weight steel frames utilising a standard set of steel sections subject to constraints on loads, resistance, interstorey drift and other similar constraints. Interestingly, the study concludes that Tabu search produced lighter structures than use of GAs.

Che & Tang (2008) use multi-objective GAs in the design of a hypersonic vehicle. They use GAs to optimise several parameters including stability, ability to manoeuvre and aerodynamics. The results obtained were evaluated using a wind tunnel and confirmed the benefits of using GAs.

Several studies utilise GAs for designing buildings. Wang, Rivard & Zmeurenu (2006) study the use of GAs for design of floor shape which has an impact on energy utilisation and construction costs of buildings. They consider two alternative gene representations for this problem and evaluate them with the aid of a case study. Lee (2007) shows how computational fluid dynamics together with GAs can be used to design buildings to facilitate optimal indoor climates taking account of variable outdoor conditions, and the operation of HVAC systems. Ooka & Komamura (2009) use GAs in the design of energy systems for buildings with a view to designing optimal heating, cooling and power systems. The GA formulation is tested in a case study and produces similar solutions to expert produced designs.

2.1.5 Neural Networks in Design

The primary use of neural networks in design is as estimators of key design parameters in domains such as design of steel structures and catalyst design. Several authors also propose their use as assessors of innovative design.

Papadrakakis et al. (2005) note that an important part of designing steel structures should be to ensure reliability and robustness in a way that takes account of the fact that some of the key parameters may be uncertain. To achieve robustness, they utilise neural networks to obtain structures that are least effected by variation in the key parameters whilst at the same time attempting to minimise the weight of a structure. Reddy et al. (2009) develop a feedforward network for estimating the properties of alloys given their composition and heating parameters. The network is able to predict important properties of an alloy such as tensile strength, yield strength and percent elongation, thereby aiding design of alloys.

Several authors utilise neural networks to aid design of catalysts (e.g. (Omata et al. 2005; Song et al. 2007; Tompos et al. 2008; Tompos et al. 2005)). For example, Song et al. (2007) develop a neural network capable of predicting the effect of different forms of Ni/Al2O3
catalysts on production of hydrogen. The neural network can then be used to design optimal catalysts for producing hydrogen.

There are a number of interesting uses of neural networks for aiding novel design. Lai et al. (2006) suggest the development of neural networks to model user preferences given the form and properties of products. Given such a network, designers can then select the desirable properties of a new product given its form. They illustrate the approach by applying it to model the preferences of mobile phone users and suggest that it is possible to predict the preferred colours of future mobile phones given their physical dimensions. Huang (2008) studies how designers use and revise sketches when aiming to meet user requirements. They then attempt to simulate this behaviour using neural networks thereby hoping that neural networks can be used to identify ambiguous sketches and generate alternative solutions.

2.1.6 Data Mining in Design

There are only seven publications on utilising Data Mining methods in Design including the following. Chiu, and Lan (2005) study the potential for using data mining to identify and visualise patterns in collaborative design in construction. Kusiak and Smith (2007) consider the potential uses of data mining in the design of production manufacturing systems with a view to identifying the challenges. Lin and Hong (2008) utilise association rule mining on customer data to identify common behaviour patterns which is then used to aid the design of marketing campaigns and catalogues.

2.1.7 Hybrid AI in Design

Surprisingly, the use of hybrid methods has reduced when compared to our previous survey. However, there is a couple of interesting combinations which are worth mentioning.

Identification of failure due to fatigue is a major part of any design, particularly in engineering. Analytical methods alone are not sufficient and experience and experimental methods are also needed. Darlington & Booker (2006) use a combined CBR and KBS approach to develop an aid for identifying fatigue in designs. They carry out a survey of UK industry to help identify common practice and the main sources of fatigue in designs. From this, they develop a rule base to help designers focus on common causes of fatigue but also develop a case base that facilitates greater coverage of potential types of fatigue.

Fuzzy logic and neural networks are combined by Luo et al. (2007) to develop an aid for designing textile materials by modelling the effect of types of thermal clothing. The authors note that the main advantage of using this combination is that it overcomes the need for a large training set.

2.2 PROCESS PLANNING AND CONTROL INCLUDING INVENTORY AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

The survey has shown a significant increase in the number of published papers in this area. Overall the number of publications has increased from 236 in the 2005 survey to 470, implying a 4-fold increase in the annual rate of publication since the last survey. Process control remains the most popular area of application having more than 70% of all
publications in this area. NNs is the most popular technique followed by GAs, FL and then Data Mining. KBS has sustained a modest level of interest but CBR is catching up with a six-fold increase compared to the 2005 Survey.

2.2.1 Fuzzy Logic in Process Planning and Control

The extensive use of FL in process control to manipulate the problem environment is not surprising (Kobbacy et al. 2007). Hence the vast majority of publications involving FL in this area continue to be in process control. Examples include applications in temperature control of continuous stirred tanks (Salehi & Shahrokhi 2009), control of biodegradation of mixed wastes (Galluzzo & Cosenza 2009), selection of best silicon crystal slicing technology (Doraid & Bataineh 2009), application of advanced soft control strategies into the dairy industry (Riverol et al. 2008), controlling spillway gates of dams (Karaboga et al. 2008) and control of steel level of strip casting processes (Park & Cho 2005).

Examples of using FL in process planning include applications in cost-volume-profit analysis under uncertainty (Yuan 2009) and in change management in construction which involves integrating FL based change prediction model with a system dynamics model of a dynamic planning and control methodology (Motawa et al. 2007).

In Inventory, Lin et al. (2009) propose a new FL controller to enhance search ability of evolutionary algorithms used in logistic network model. Suhail and Khan (2009) study the use of fuzzy control in production inventory systems that contain variable processes with fixed capacity. In supply chain management, a generic qualitative model to assess the degree of collaboration to check feasibility for satisfying the customer requirements using a AHP fuzzy logic model is proposed by Bahinipati et al. (2009). Balan et al. (2009) use FL theory to control the change in errors in forecasted demand between nodes of supply chain and to allow smooth information flow.

2.2.2 KBS in Process Planning and Control

KBS is a mature AI technique and as such it maintains researchers’ interests albeit at modest overall level. KBSs remain popular in process planning. Examples include applications in metal cutting-punching combination processes (Pan & Rao 2009) in sheet metal operations (Kumar & Singh 2008) and in national defence budget planning (Wen et al. 2005). Espasa and Gibert (2005) develop an expert system for the control of emergencies of a process plant.

2.2.3 CBR in Process Planning and Control

Although there has been a relatively large increase in interest in CBR, still there are no more than 12 papers on use of CBR in process planning and control. Liu and Yu (2009) used CBR with rough set in a study about smart case-based indexing in worsted roving process. In the construction industry, Ng and Luu (2008) studied modelling subcontractor registration decision through CBR approach. In process planning, Yang and Wang (2009) have developed a recommender system for software project planning using CBR algorithm, Seo et al. (2007) have developed a process planning system using CBR for block assembly in ship building and Changchien and Lin (2005) have designed a CBR system for marketing plans. In Inventory/supply chain, Poon et al. (2009) present a resource management CBR system for managing order-picking operations in warehouses and Choy et al. (2009) presents a CBR sample management system for fashion product development.
2.2.4. Genetic Algorithms in Process Planning and Control

There are few applications of GAs in process planning including the study of Salehi and Tavakkoli-Moghaddam (2009) on computer aided process planning in preliminary and detailed planning and implementation and that by To et al. (2009) on the effective use of GAs in coordinating dispersed product development in the fashion industry.

Over the last few years there has been a large increase in using GAs in process control. For example, Huang et al. (2009) study the optimum route problem by GA for loading/unloading of yard cranes, Guo et al. (2009) present a intelligent production control DSS for flexible assembly lines, Perkgoz et al. (2007) use GAs to examine a multi-objective lead time control problem in multistage assembly systems and Chang (2008) studies the use of GAs for guiding rational reservoir flood operations.

In Inventory there has been a considerable increase in interest in using GAs including applications in lot-sizing (Chatfield 2007), two storage inventory model (Roy et al. 2007) and marketing oriented inventory models (Gupta et al. 2007). There has also been increased interest in applying GAs in the closely related area of supply chain management including the work of Borisovsky et al. (2009) on GAs for a supply management, reducing the negative effect of sales promotions using GAs (O’Donnell et al. 2009), hybrid GAs with an adaptive local search scheme for solving multistage-based supply chain problems (Yun et al. 2009), a steady state GA for multi-product supply chain network design (Altiparmak et al. 2009) and a GA for optimal operating parameters of VMI system in a two-echelon supply chain (Nachiappan & Jawahar 2007).

2.2.5 Neural Networks in Process Planning and Control

NNs are the most used AI technique in process planning and control. There has been an increase in the number of publications on use of NNs in process planning and particularly in manufacturing. Examples include applications in precision casting process planning (Vosniakos et al. 2009), automated CAD/CAM integration for die manufacture (Ding & Matthews 2009), cost estimation for sheet metal parts (Verlinden et al. 2008) and in a synthesis approach to simultaneous process planning and scheduling (Ueda et al. 2007).

Use of NNs in processes control remains one of the most popular applications of AI in operations as they are used to establish process models (Kobbacy et al. 2007). NNs continue to be used as a tool for system identification. We have cited some 150 papers in this category. A useful review article on multiple neural network modelling techniques in process control has been recently published (Ahmed et al. 2009).

There are few studies published on using NNs in supply chain management and the related inventory management area. Examples include service level management of non-stationary supply chain using NN controller (Yoo et al. 2009), application of NNs for supply chain demand forecasting (Carbonneau et al. 2008), modular NNs for recursive collaborative forecasting in the service chain (Stubbings et al. 2008) and comparison of NNs and support vector machines in suppliers’ selection (Guosheng & Guohong 2008).
2.2.6 Data Mining in Process Planning and Control

Data mining use in this area has grown. In process planning Lee et al. (2009) use text mining in patent analysis for technology driven road mapping in business planning. Ayoub et al. (2006) present a planning support system for biomass-based power generation which employs data visualization, data analysis and simulation. Lavrac et al. (2007) use data mining and visualization for decision support and modelling of public health care resources and Jiao and Zhang (2005) develop explicit decision support to improve product portfolio identification by efficient knowledge discovery from past sales and product records.

In process control Xiong et al. (2009) present an adaptive data mining control algorithm in multicarrier networks, Aliev et al. (2008) developed a dynamic data mining technique for rule extraction in a process of battery charging and Xie et al. (2006) propose an approach to predict coiling temperature on run-out table of hot strip mill using data mining.

The few studies found on using data mining in inventory management include the work of Hsu (2009) on use of data mining to improve industrial standards and enhance production and marketing. Chen et al.’s (2005) study on aggregation of orders in distribution centres using data mining and Chen and Wu’s (2005) use of association based clustering to order batching based on data mining and integer programming considering customer demand patterns. Furthermore, there has been a recent increase in the use of data mining in the associated area of supply chain management. Examples include development of a process mining system for supporting knowledge discovery in a supply chain network (Lau et al. 2009b), the use association rule mining for finding key suppliers in a supply chain (R.H. Lin et al. 2009), development of a hybrid mining approach for optimizing returns policies in e-retailing (Yu & Wang 2008), evaluating supply partner’s capability for seasonal products (Hong & Ha 2008) and mining product maps for new product development (Lia et al. 2008).

2.2.7 Hybrid AI in Process Planning and Control

There is a significant increase in number of publications that utilise a hybrid combination of AI techniques. In total there have been 60 papers in this category, with 44 of them in process control. The combinations of two of FL, NN and GA are frequently used and in few papers all three techniques are utilised. Fuzzy Neural Networks are a popular approach with many applications in control. Examples include simulation of a paper mill waste water treatment (Mingzhi et al. 2009), run-to-run controller using numerical simulation analysis for SISO process (C. Wang et al. 2009) and adaptive control on the acoustic field in a duct (K.T. Chen et al. 2008). Another frequently used combination is the use of GAs with FL including the work of Mucientes (2007) on design of a fuzzy controller in mobile robotics using GAs, Poursamad and Montazeri (2008) on design of a genetic fuzzy control strategy for parallel hybrid electric vehicles and van der Lee et al. (2008) on tuning algorithm for model predictive controllers based on GAs and fuzzy decision making. Examples of using NN and GA include applications of a NN for stabilization of bipedal standing using a GA (Ghorbani et al. 2007) and predictive control of SOFC based on a GA-RBF NN model (Wu et al. 2008). Applications that use three AI techniques include Cheng et al. (2009) to achieve strategic control over project cash flow. In this work, FL and NN are employed in the EFNIM to develop a neural-fuzzy model that can deal with uncertainties and knowledge mapping and a GA is used to optimize the membership functions of FL and NN parameters globally.
Another example is the work of Thangavel et al. (2008) on development of a genetic based sensorless hybrid intelligent controller for strip loop formation control between inter-stands in hot steel rolling mills.

There are few applications of hybrid systems in the area of inventory/supply chain management. Lau et al. (2009a) use a fuzzy logic guided non-dominated sorting GAs to solve a multi-objective vehicle routing optimisation problem. Hanafizadeh et al. (2009) deal with designing a fuzzy-genetic learner model based on multi-agent systems in supply chain management. Examples in inventory management include the work of Sadeghi Moghadam et al. (2008) on lot sizing with supplier selection using a hybrid intelligent algorithm that use GAs, FL, and NNs, and Wu and Hsu (2008) who use a combination of GAs and NNs to design BOM configuration for reducing spare parts logistics costs.

2.3 SCHEDULING

Scheduling remains a major area of research with the publication rate growing from around 28 papers per annum in our previous survey to over 40 papers per annum in this survey. The primary growth is due to increasing use of GAs, with 309 publication in the period 2004-2009 compared to 109 in 1994-2004.

2.3.1 Fuzzy Logic in Scheduling

Various researchers have taken advantage of Fuzzy logic’s ability to model linguistic variables and uncertainty to aid scheduling. Pan (2005) notes the importance of estimating the effect of rainfall on scheduling construction of roads and develop a fuzzy reasoning system that considers the impact of rainfall on planning construction of roads. The paper by Bonfatti et al. (2006) argues that most approaches to scheduling falsely assume that parameters, such as quantity and due date, are deterministic and precise. Hence, they develop a model for representing these parameters with fuzzy parameters. Petrovic & Duenas (2006) go further and actually develops a predictive and reactive scheduling system based on fuzzy reasoning. Their system includes a set of fuzzy rules for determining when rescheduling is needed and another set recommends which scheduling heuristics should be utilised for a given situation. The study by Lee (2008) also develops some fuzzy rules for job allocation in a dynamic manner, thereby allowing adaptive job shop scheduling. The results from a trial suggest that this approach produces better results than traditional dispatching heuristics or neural networks.

In the area of project management, Zammori et al. (2009) extend standard critical path methods by adding the ability to specify additional goals on the variability of the duration, and risk of revision which are modelled using fuzzy logic.

2.3.2 KBS in Scheduling

There are very few systems that utilise knowledge based systems for scheduling. Yao et al. (2005) develop a system that utilises heuristics capable of scheduling the use of soaking pits for heating material before it is rolled, helping to improve energy utilisation. Hung et al. (2008) develop a novel knowledge based system that aims to aid the design scheduling process taking account of quality and cost. The developed knowledge based system is demonstrated by planning the design of a chip for the semi-conductor industry.
2.3.3 CBR in Scheduling

CBR is reliant on using similar past cases for solving current problems. The nature of scheduling, with varying parameters and the need to optimise tardiness, means that CBR does not necessarily lend itself easily to large scale scheduling problems. Hence the use of CBR for scheduling is minimal. Although simple use of keyword searching indicated seven references in the period 2005-09, most of these had picked up studies on constant bit rate transmission which also utilises the acronym CBR. Apart from studies on constant bit rate in video transmission, there are just two studies that utilise CBR coupled with GAs which we have classified as hybrid use of AI for scheduling (Beddoe & Petrovic 2006; P.-C. Chang et al. 2006).

2.3.4 GAs in Scheduling

The primary use of GAs is for job shop scheduling and project planning.

In job shop scheduling, the main aim is to optimise makespan and tardiness. Different studies have experimented with the use of GAs to tackle this problem under varying conditions, such as single machines vs parallel machines, static vs reactive vs proactive situations and certain vs uncertain information. Some typical studies are summarised below.

Arroyo & Armentano (2005) develop a GA based search algorithm that aims to preserve some properties of the evolving population to enable optimisation of makespan and tardiness. The developed algorithm is compared to other GA based algorithms and shows good results.

Franca et al. (2005) use a similar GA based approach that utilises information about the types of parts to cluster the populations and also consider the use of Memetic algorithms.

Bonfill et al. (2005) utilise stochastic GAs to produce schedules to minimise idle machine time and waiting times in a manner that can handle unexpected events. Several other authors also study how GA based solutions can handle unexpected events (e.g., Sakaguchi et al. 2006).

Chan et al. (2006) argue that job shop scheduling should not only aim to allocate jobs to machines to determine optimal completion times but also take account of maintenance. Hence, they extend the use of GAs that use the dominant gene approach, to take account of additional constraints that represent maintenance schedules. Akturk et al. (2007) formulate the problem of scheduling a Computer Numeric Control (CNC) Machine aimed at minimising completion time and identifying suitable machine operating settings such as cutting time. A key difference between their studies and others is that they model the time for tool change. Balasubramanian et al. (2009) consider the problem of scheduling two distinct types of jobs, each with different criteria to minimise, but on the same type of machines. For one type of job, they are interested in minimising makespan and for the other, the objective is to minimise total duration. They develop both a heuristic method and utilise a bi-criteria genetic algorithm. The results obtained suggest both are comparable in terms of the quality of solutions produced and speed.

Silva et al. (2005) show how a supply chain problem can be cast as a scheduling optimisation problem. They compare three different algorithms: GAs, Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) and dispatching heuristics and conclude that the GAs and ACO outperform dispatching heuristics, though both ACO and GAs produce similar results.
Azaron et al. (2005) study the problem of optimising PERT networks where the objective consists of competing terms that represent the completion time and direct cost. Dooley et al. (2005) utilise GAs for optimising transportation of two types of milk from farms in New Zealand that included modelling the varying sizes of farms, the road networks and taking account of the collection costs as well as the revenues. Alba et al. (2007) utilise GAs for planning software projects and consider the impact of various factors on the outcomes. Barán et al. (2005) evaluate the use of evolutionary algorithms for scheduling pumps aimed at minimising the energy used, keep reservoir levels stable and cost of maintenance.

Several authors study the use of GAs for optimising vehicle routes, aiming to minimise distance and number of vehicles. Alvarenga et al. (2007) apply GAs to the vehicle routing problem with time windows and compare their approach with other heuristics and benchmark data sets and conclude that the results are better than any other published algorithm at the time. Chan & Chung (2005) use GAs to optimise both transportation and production in a two stage process, first optimising demand and transportation, and then optimising scheduling. This two stage process is applied repeatedly until an acceptable solution is obtained.

Cao et al. (2008) study the problem of scheduling trucks and storage allocation at ports, with the aim of reducing congestion, waiting time and makespan of discharging containers. This study is interesting since the GA doesn’t perform as well as a heuristic that they developed, showing GAs may not always provide the best solution.

Apart from job shop scheduling and project scheduling, there are a number of other interesting applications. Kumar et al. (2006) study the use of GAs to schedule adverts on web sites such as Yahoo aimed at maximising revenue based on advert size and frequency. Badia et al. (2009) formulate the problem of routing in wireless mesh networks, where the aim is to optimise delivery of a backlog of data from any one node to another, given availability of the signal to noise ratio between any two potential nodes. The trials suggest the use of GAs has some potential for obtaining good solutions quickly.

2.3.5 Neural Networks in Scheduling

The use of neural networks can be broadly categorised in terms of whether feed forward, Hopfield, simulated annealing or self organising maps are used.

Feed forward networks are best at estimation and classification and hence they have normally been used in conjunction with heuristics rather than optimisation methods on their own. So for example, Mönch et al. (2006) develop a dispatching heuristic for scheduling different types of jobs on parallel machines that is based on an estimate of tardiness, requiring parameter estimation. They utilise a neural network and decision tree learning for this parameter estimation and carry out experiments that show this approach works well. Traditionally, several dispatching rules have been developed for scheduling and selection of the most appropriate one for a given circumstance is not obvious, hence Priore et al. (2006) evaluate feed forward neural networks, case based reasoning and inductive learning methods that aim to learn to select the most appropriate dispatching method based on past experience. Fiengo et al. (2007) take a more direct approach and use reinforcement learning to train a
neural network for scheduling multimedia traffic for mobile phone users based on previous examples. Li et al. (2009) also take a similar approach in training a feed forward network with the aim of allocating bandwidth optimally.

The Hopfield mode has been previously attempted for resource allocation and scheduling. Calabuig et al. (2008) highlights some limitations of the previous attempts, including lack of stability, and provides an alternative formulation that aims to overcome these problems. Dieu & Ongsakul (2008) use a continuous Hopfield model for hydrothermal scheduling that can take account of constraints on ramp rate limits, fuel, water discharge and water pumps.

A comprehensive review of the use of neural networks for production scheduling can be found in (Akyol & Bayhan 2007).

2.3.6 Data Mining in Scheduling

There are only five attempts at utilising data mining methods for scheduling. These include the work of Kumar and Rao who apply DM methods on schedules generated by Ant Colony Optimisation methods with a view to identifying optimal heuristics that can be utilised by managers carrying out job shop scheduling. Thabtah and Cowling (2008) apply association mining methods to identify heuristics for scheduling personnel and compare the results obtained with the use of decision tree learning methods. Yang et al. (2009) describe the use of decision tree learning methods to predict patient demand for an emergency department of a hospital, thereby aiding scheduling of medical personnel.

2.3.7 Hybrid AI in Scheduling

Hybrid approaches aim to bring together the strengths of different technologies. So for example, GAs are known to be useful for optimisation while fuzzy logic is good at representing uncertainty. Examples of studies of this kind include the work of Kim et al. (2005) which combines GAs and fuzzy logic to tackle the problem of scheduling multiple projects and minimise both total duration and tardiness. They compare the hybrid system with a pure GA based approach and conclude that their hybrid system produces better results. Several authors have developed a hybrid approach in which they allow fuzzy parameter for fuzzy demands and constraints that are optimised using an extended GA (P.-T. Chang et al. 2006; Lin 2006).

Chang and Liao (2006) utilise self organising networks coupled with fuzzy logic for predicting the flow time in manufacturing semiconductors. They first use self organising maps on data about the status of the production plant to cluster typical situations and then develop fuzzy rules for those clusters.

One problem with the use of a pure GA based solution to scheduling is that it can require several iterations before finding an acceptable solution. A problem with CBR can occur if a similar case is not available. Chang et al. (2006) suggest a very clever combination of these methods to overcome their weaknesses. Given a scheduling problem, first a CBR system is utilised to retrieve similar cases with their solutions, then these are fed to the initial population of the GA which then hopefully converges quickly to a solution. The solution from the GA is then fed back into the case base for future use.
2.4 QUALITY, MAINTENANCE AND FAULT DIAGNOSIS

Around 200 papers have been published in the review period about applications of AI in quality, maintenance and fault diagnosis. This represents over a two-fold increase in publication rate. Fuzzy logic has the largest increase in publication rate while GAs have the lowest. CBR has doubled the previous publication rate. Data mining has received moderate interest, however in absolute numbers, just under half of all publications in this area use NNs. Applications using hybrid approaches has also increased significantly.

2.4.1 Fuzzy Logic in Quality, Maintenance and Fault Diagnosis

Overall, FL application in this area has increased dramatically. There has been marked increase in publications of FL in quality management. In addition to the previously identified area of river water quality (Lermontov et al. 2009), there has been other publications in fuzzy QFD (Quality Function Deployment) approach to achieve quality in modern businesses (Bottani 2009), a FL approach for evaluating agility in supply chains (Jain et al. 2008) and on using fuzzy decision making for evaluation of project management internal efficiency (Dweiri & Kablan 2006).

Similarly, there has been significant increase in applications of FL in maintenance. Examples of applications include real time decision-making of maintenance using fuzzy agent (Lu & Sy 2009), opportunistic maintenance based on fuzzy modelling of component proximity (Derigent et al. 2009) and condition evaluation of existing reinforced concrete bridges using fuzzy based (AHP) analytic hierarchy approach (Sasmal & Ramanjaneyulu 2008).

There are some interesting applications of FL in fault diagnosis. Examples of application areas include fault diagnosis of scooter engines (Wu et al. 2007), pumps (Wang & Hu 2006), gas turbines (Ogaji et al. 2005a) and DC motors (de Miguel & Blázquez 2005).

2.4.2 KBS in Quality, Maintenance and Fault Diagnosis

KBSs use in this area has increased in the review period. In quality there are very few application areas including software quality improvement (Liu et al. 2006) and classifying lake water chemistry (Saunders et al. 2005). Applications of KBS in maintenance include developing intelligent product manuals (Setchi et al. 2006), the development of an environmental DSS to improve the operation and maintenance of constructed wetlands (Turon et al. 2007) and a KBS for maintenance planning of highway concrete bridges (Chassiakos et al. 2005). In fault diagnosis, KBSs are used in implementation of knowledge maintenance modules in an expert system for fault diagnosis of chemical process plants (Qian et al. 2005), fault diagnosis of a chemical process operation, real time fault diagnosis of a lubricating oil refining process (Qian et al. 2008), a Web-based hydro turbine fault diagnosis system (Song et al. 2008) and in motorcycle maintenance (Su et al. 2006).

2.4.3 CBR in Quality, Maintenance and Fault Diagnosis

CBR with a generic intelligent system in design to address the non-conformance tracking and diagnosis problem.

2.4.4 GAs in Quality, Maintenance and Fault Diagnosis

There are very few examples of applications of GAs in quality management including a model for prediction of highway runoff quality (Opher & Friedler 2009), and a study on water quality management in a reservoir/river system (Kerachian & Karamouz 2007). There are more applications in maintenance including designing a risk-informed balanced system using a genetic algorithm (Podofillini & Zio 2008), studies on optimising outage maintenance schedule (Hadavi 2008), selecting optimal repair and rehabilitation methods for reinforced concrete bridge decks (Lee & Kim 2007), multi-year preventive maintenance program (Choottinan et al. 2006) and a model for preventive maintenance planning (Lapa et al. 2006). There has also been interest in application of GAs in fault diagnosis including power transformer (Fei & Zhang 2009), water hydraulic motor (Chen et al. 2006) and gas turbine (Ogaji et al. 2005b).

2.4.5 Neural Networks in Quality, Maintenance and Fault Diagnosis

Application of NNs in quality has become popular with 16 papers published in the review period. Examples include monitoring high-yield processes with defects count in nonconforming items (Abbasi & Akhavan Niaki 2007), using recurrent neural networks to detect changes in auto correlated process for quality monitoring (Pacella & Semeraro 2007) and in quality control by ultrasonic testing in resistance spot welding (Martin et al. 2007). Other applications are in the areas of forecasting water quality in distribution systems (May et al.), importance-performance analysis model (Hu et al. 2009) and modelling service quality from the view point of management (Lin 2007). We found no papers in the maintenance area but fault diagnosis remains a very popular area of application of NNs. There are very many examples including fault diagnosis of pneumatic systems (Demetgul et al. 2009), automotive generators (Wu & Kuo 2009), engines (Wu & Liu 2008), solar thermal applications (Kalogirou et al. 2008) and a suck rod pumping system (Xu et al. 2007).

2.4.6 Data Mining in Quality, Maintenance and Fault Diagnosis

In quality management we found some applications of data mining such as use of data mining to improve personnel selection (Chien & Chen 2008), in estimating the impact of project management policies on software quality (Moreno Garcia et al. 2008) and to enable customer relationship in ISP services through mining usage patterns (Li et al. 2006).

We found no publications on using data mining in maintenance. In fault diagnosis there are few publications including the work of Hou et al. (2006) on yield enhancement in semiconductor manufacturing and Zhang et al. (2005) who used data mining to extract features in fault diagnosis of machines.

2.4.7 Hybrid AI in Quality, Maintenance and Fault Diagnosis
Interest in hybrid applications in this area has increased significantly. In quality management there are papers on fuzzy CBR on quality management in GPRS networks (Pulkkinen et al. 2008), a fuzzy DEA-neural approach to measuring design services performance in PCM projects (C.-H. Wang et al. 2009) and a neural-genetic algorithm for reservoir water quality management (Kuo et al. 2006). In maintenance Christodoulou et al. (2009) develop a neuro-fuzzy approach for risk-based assessment management of water piping networks and Celeux et al. (2006) design a Bayesian network for preventive maintenance from expert opinion. In fault diagnosis neuro-fuzzy techniques are used frequently e.g. by Zio and Gola (2009) for rotating machinery and Chen et al. (2008) for railway track circuits. Nan et al. (2008) present a knowledge based expert system for process industry using FL to make inferences based on the acquired information and knowledge. Rafiee et al. (2009) presents an optimised gear fault identification system using GAs and NNs. Yu et al. (2008) develop a hybrid learning-based model for on-line intelligent monitoring and diagnosis of manufacturing processes using a knowledge base, NNs and GAs. Hou et al. (2006) introduce a strategy based on data mining for detection and diagnosis of faults in heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems using a combined rough set approach and NN.

3 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has surveyed the use of AI in operations management with a view to identifying trends, gaps and directions for future research. The survey uses the same methodology, the same categories of operations management and AI methods considered in our previous work in order to facilitate comparison and identification of trends over a longer time period. An additional AI methods, that of data mining, is added to this study to recognise its growing use in many applications.

What are the major uses of AI in operations management? Table 1 summarise the data from this survey and Figure 1 shows the number of publications utilising AI methods in each area of operations management based on a combination of the data from this survey and our previous work. As Figure 1 shows, there has been substantial use of GAs in scheduling, with many studies recognising their flexibility and potential for optimising objectives. There has also been significant research on the use of GAs in design that takes advantage of their capabilities to evolve alternative designs; use of neural networks for estimation of key parameters that guide designs; and use of the capabilities of case-based reasoning to reuse past designs.

Figure 1 shows the increasing and more dominant use of neural networks in Quality, Maintenance and Fault Diagnosis and Process Planning and Control. The applications of NNs in Process Control count for more than 70% of all publications in the area of Process Planning and Control. GAs remain among the major techniques used in Process Planning and Control for the reasons mentioned above. The steady growth in the use of fuzzy logic in Process Planning and Control reflects the increasing need to model uncertainty for this area of operations management.
Table 1: Number of publications from 2005 to 2009.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Fuzzy Logic</th>
<th>KBS</th>
<th>CBR</th>
<th>GAs</th>
<th>NN</th>
<th>Data Mining</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Planning and Control</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality &amp; Maintenance and Fault Diagnosis</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1459</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What are the trends in use of AI in operations management? Figure 2, below, presents the trends, extending our previous work with the data from this study. The trends for Design and Scheduling show a dramatic increase in the use of GAs since 2003-04 that reflect recognition of their success in these areas. There is a steady stream of 20 to 35 publications bi-annually that utilise neural networks for design over the last decade. The decline in use of KBS in design from over 40 publications in 1995-96 to just the odd paper in recent times is also evident. This trend, visible across all areas of operations management, is not too surprising since KBS have been well studied since the 1980s, are now well understood and no longer considered novel technology. The use of fuzzy logic, CBR, hybrid methods and data mining has been relatively low and typically around 10 publications bi-annually.

In the area of Process Planning and Control papers using GAs have shown the largest increase in rate of publication compared with the previous survey around 7 fold increase. That is followed by the six fold increase of the rate of publication using CBR which reflects the need to represent and utilise past experience. FL applications also show significant
increase while KBS has declined further in use, representing less than 2% of publications in this area.

In the area of Quality, Maintenance and Fault Diagnosis, the biggest rate increase was in the use of FL followed by moderate increase in publications using CBR and NNs. Publications in both KBS and GAs in this area remained at their previous modest levels with 5 or less papers each year.

Despite their relatively limited use to date, the number of papers using Hybrid Systems has increased significantly, by 3 fold, in both areas of Quality, Maintenance and Fault Diagnosis and Process Planning and Control.¹

**What are the gaps and future directions?** The increasing uses of GAs and NNs, shown in Figure 1, can be expected to continue to grow in the future. Given their ability to find patterns, the use data mining in Operations management can also be expected to grow significantly and is already starting to become evident in the area of Process Planning and Control. The relative lack of a significant number of publications in the use of CBR and hybrid methods in operations management represents an opportunity for further research. Creating new designs, assessing quality, fault diagnosis, scheduling and maintenance are all

¹ Figures 1 and 2 are based in part on data/figures that appeared in the paper by Kobbacy, Vadera, Rasmy (2007) published in the Journal of the Operational Research Society
areas where past experience must play a significant role and one can therefore expect significant gains by using CBRs capability to represent past experience. The limited use of hybrid methods in Design and Scheduling thus far offers a fruitful direction of research in which the different strengths of the AI methods could combine to produce improvements over current results.

In conclusion, this paper has identified some notable trends, gaps and directions for future research in the use of AI methods in operations management.
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